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Listen to live audio from more than 7,000 fire and police scanners, weather radios, amateur radio transmitters, air traffic and marine radio stations from around the world. Turn on notifications to receive alerts at any time the scanner has over 2000 listeners (learn about major events as they break down). FEATURES- View scanners located
near you. air traffic, railway, marines, etc.) Include notifications that will be notified when major events occur (details below). any scanner in the catalog has more than 2000 listeners (customizable). The scanner at a certain distance from your location has more than a certain number of listeners. a particular scanner has more than a certain
number of listeners. A Broadcastify warning is posted for one of your favorites. Scanner at a certain distance from you is added to the catalog. This is a free version of the app, below are the benefits of buying The Pro Version (for just $2.99, single-family purchase): No ads. Access to all 6 colors of the theme. The audio you can hear is
provided by volunteers (and, in many cases, the police and firefighters themselves) to Broadcastify and several other sites using real police scanners and the same sound that you will hear using your own police scanner. If you need help, please go to about why multiple permissions are required: Location permission is required so that the
app can determine which scanners are located in your area when selecting Nearest Scanners. When selecting Nearest Scanners the app first tries to determine your location through the network if it fails the app then tries to determine your location using GPS. FOLLOW USA Logicord LLCNews - MagazinesPolice Scanner Radio brings
you over 5,000 police, firefighters, rescue and other radio channels on 3G or WiFi. You can channels in the U.S. and other countries by country, state, or province and county. Find channels close to your location based on GPS or 3G/WiFi triangulation. You can save your favorites, listen in the background, and get instant access to new
channels as they come online. Use a police scanner to monitor exciting police, fire and rescue frequencies, get the latest scoop on these activities in your area, as well as potential disasters or other emergencies. Real action. - Whether you like reality TV or hate them, you will love listening to real cops, firefighters and rescue
communications. Police Scanner Radio brings you over 5000 channels including public safety, air traffic, marine and amateur shortwave frequencies, all easy to search for. Find sources close to you. When you heard your neighbors screaming on their own TV, you knew what they were up to. It's when they suddenly went quiet that you
had to wonder. No more! With the police scanner radio, you'll know as soon as the authorities do! Never boring! Find the channels with the most activity and listeners. U.S. search feeds across state and county. Also search international channels with the help of police Radio.Roger, Porkchop. Woot in yer 20? Learn new words and new
ways to combine familiar words. We were going to list it in the Education category, but everyone was laughing. So that's on the news. Seriously, however, check the features: Logicord LLC makes no claims of any kind about the presence of any particular channel of communication, frequency or data transmission. Channels are added and
removed from time to time outside the control of LOGICord LLC. Please for more information about the channels. FEATURES ✔ More than 5,000 radio channels delivered to you over 3G or WiFi ✔ Simple, Intuitive Screens ✔ Search U.S. and International Channels by Country, State and County ✔ Find channels close to your location
based on GPS or 3G triangulation ✔ Save your favorite channels ✔ Listen in the background as you use other apps ✔ 10 codes and CB Lingo ✔ - Get instant access as new channels come online Fixed a recent problem where some radio stations can't be played-Improved recovery bugs for sound playback- Other minor fixes and
improvements Listen live sound from more than 7,000 fire and police scanners, weather radios, amateur radios, air traffic and sea radios from around the world. Turn on notifications to receive alerts at any time the scanner has over 2000 listeners (learn about major events as they break down). FEATURES- View scanners located near
you. that have the majority of listeners. Listeners. safety, air traffic, railway, sea, etc.) Include notifications that will be notified when major events occur (details below). any scanner in the catalog has more than 2000 listeners (customizable). The scanner at a certain distance from your location has more than a certain number of listeners. a
particular scanner has more than a certain number of listeners. A Broadcastify warning is posted for one of your favorites. Scanner at a certain distance from you is added to the catalog. This is a free version of the app, below are the benefits of buying The Pro Version (for just $2.99, single-family purchase): No ads. Access to all 6 colors
of the theme. The audio you can hear is provided by volunteers (and, in many cases, the police and firefighters themselves) to Broadcastify and several other sites using real police scanners and the same sound that you will hear using your own police scanner. If you need help, please go to about why multiple permissions are required:
Location permission is required so that the app can determine which scanners are located in your area when selecting Nearest Scanners. When selecting Nearest Scanners the app first tries to determine your location through the network if it fails the app then tries to determine your location using GPS. Scanner Radio is an app that allows
you to listen to police and fire radio scanners and broadcast radio fans around the world directly from your Android. The Radio scanner gives you the ability to listen to the broadcasts near you, but in case they do not radiate within 250 km., you can manually find the most popular broadcasts in the world. Most of them are in the United
States. You can listen to police station radio scanners in different U.S. cities at any time. In addition, you can always see how many people listen to each broadcast. One of the great advantages of Scanner Radio is that it allows you to receive notifications on your phone when any broadcast exceeds a significant number of listeners, which
usually means that something Happens. Scanner Radio is a very interesting tool that traditional radio lovers can use to continue practicing their hobby from the comfort of their mobile phone. Also, the sound quality is usually pretty good. Listen to live audio from more than 4,100 police and fire scanners, weather radios and amateur radio
transmitters from around the world (primarily in the United States and Australia, with more being added daily) on your phone. Features: View the scanners that are closest to you are sorted by distance. air traffic, weather, railway, etc.) Include notifications that will be notified when a lot of people (like more than 1000, for example) listen to
any scanner (indicating that something big is going on). You can also be notified when scanners located near you (or specific scanners of your choice) have more than a certain number of listeners. Add the Scanner Radio Pro Favorite label to your home screen to run the scanner channel through an app for an alarm clock or automation
app. Note: You must have an account on Broadcastify.com and purchase their Premium Membership ($15 for 6 months) in order to access your archives via the app. One of the uses of this feature is to let the scanner channel start playing when your phone connects to a particular Bluetooth device and then stop it when the Bluetooth
connection to that device is no longer present. In addition to the above features, you also get the following features with this version of the app: Ads are removed. The play button at the top of the catalog screens and on widgets can be used to start listening without having to go to the player's screen. Audio is provided by volunteers
(primarily for Broadcastify.com) using real radio scanners. If you need help, please go ://support.gordonedwards.net/Explanation why different permits are needed: Phone / Read the Phone State permission needs an app so that it can detect when you place a phone call (or when one is being received), so that it can automatically stop
streaming the audio to prevent it from interfering with the call. Location and Coarse Location's Fine (GPS) resolutions are necessary to allow the app to determine which scanners are located in your area when you click on the Near Me button. When you click on Near Me the app first tries to pinpoint your location through the network, if it
fails the app then tries to determine your location using GPS. Permission to automatically start downloading is required so that a small part of the app can start when your phone boots, if (and only if) you turn on the app notification function (this feature is off by default). Permission to change or delete the contents of your USB store and
check access to secure storage is necessary to ensure that the app supports the ability to record the sound you hear and can keep it in a place you can access from your computer (requires that the Radio Pro scanner be present on your device). com.scannerradio_pro.permission.C2D-MESSAGE Customer Resolution.
com.google.android.c2dm.permission.RECEIVE App customer permission. Bluetooth allows you to connect to Bluetooth paired devices. Changing sound settings allows you to change global sound settings. The Internet allows you to access the Internet. The state of the access network allows you to access information about networks.
Access to an exact location allows you to access an exact location from sources such as GPS, cell towers and Wi-Fi. Access to a rough location allows access to an approximate location derived from network location sources such as cell towers and Wi-Fi. Wake lock allows you to use PowerManager WakeLocks to keep the processor
from sleeping or screen from blacking out. Getting the download completed Allows you to get the download completed notification, which is broadcast after the system finishes downloading. Write external storage Allows you to write on external storages such as an SD card. Controlling media content lets you know what content is playing
and control playback. Installing a shortcut allows you to install a shortcut in Launcher. Reading an external store allows you to read from an external store, such as an SD card. Card.
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